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1. Introduction
Graph embeddings are a popular topic of study in topological graph theory, with a wide
range of applications. This paper explores embedding complete bipartite graphs, Kn,n, onto
orientable surfaces, such as spheres and tori, with a focus on when n is prime. Though
this particular topic has been well studied, and in fact the optimal genus of any complete
bipartite graph is already known, we explored how effective Cayley Maps in particular are
as an embedding method. We did so by embedding Kn,n onto surfaces using Cayley Maps
with the intent of finding a rotation that results in the complete bipartite graph’s optimal
genus. Since they are simple to describe and perhaps easier to use than other embedding
methods, we found Cayley Maps to be useful for embedding; however, they were unreliable
when it came to obtaining graphs’ optimal genera.
2. Definitions
2.1. Complete Bipartite Graphs. A graph is a complete bipartite graph Kn,n if and only
if it has 2n vertices, where the vertices are split into two sets, with n vertices in each set.
Every vertex of the first set is adjacent to every vertex of the second set, but no vertex is
adjacent to another vertex in its same set. See Figure 1 for an example. [4]
Figure 1. Complete Bipartite Graph K3,3.
2.2. Groups. A group G is a set with a binary operation *, such that
1. The set has an identity element e (i.e., g ∗ e = e ∗ g = g ∀ g ∈ G).
2. Each element g ∈ G has an inverse g−1 (i.e., g ∗ g−1 = g−1 ∗ g = e). [1][3]
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2.2.1. Generating Set of a Finite Group. The generating set S is a set of elements in a finite
group G such that every element in G is a product of the elements in S. That is, the entire
group can be formed using just the elements in S and the group’s operation. A generating
set S is closed if for any s in S, s−1 ∈ S. [5]
2.2.2. Cyclic Groups. The Cyclic Group of order n is the set Zn = {0, . . . , n − 1} with
addition modulo n as the operation. In addition to 1 being a generator of the Cyclic Group,
if s is an integer between 1 and n, and s and n are relatively prime, then s is also a generator
of Zn. [1][5]
2.2.3. Dihedral Group. The Dihedral Group, Dn, is the group of n rotations and n reflections
of the regular n-gon. If these rotations and reflections are viewed as permutations of the
vertices of the n-gon, then the operation of Dn is a composition of functions. The Dihedral
Group can be generated by a rotation, r, which rotates the n-gon one nth of a turn, and a
reflection, f . The elements of the group can be written as: {(rif j) : 0 ≤ i < p, 0 ≤ j < 2}.
[5]
2.3. Cayley Graphs. Cayley Graphs are a way of representing groups. Let G be a group
with generating set S. The Cayley Graph, CG(G,S), is a graph where all members of G are
Figure 2. Cayley Graph CG(Z10, {1, 3, 5}), drawn two ways.
The red lines represent the vertices that are connected by the 1 in the generat-
ing set, the blue lines represent the vertices connected by the 3, and the green
lines represent the vertices connected by the 5. Notice that CG(Z10, {1, 3, 5})
is the same as K5,5.
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vertices, and two vertices, v and w, are adjacent if w = vs or v = ws for some s ∈ S. See
Figure 2 for an example. [7][3]
2.4. Cayley Maps. Let S ′ be a closed generating set of G. The Cayley Map CM(G, ρ) is
an embedding of CG(G,S
′) onto an orientable surface, where ρ = (x0, . . . , xn−1) is a rotation
(cyclic permutation) of S ′. See Figure 3. [1][5][7]
Figure 3. Cayley Map CM(G, (x0, . . . , xn−1)) where a ∈ G.
Notice that the elements in the rotation are assigned to the branches of the
Cayley Map in counterclockwise order.
2.4.1. Rotations. Each vertex in a Cayley Map has the same rotation. That is, the graph
is embedded on a surface such that the edge labels of the darts branching from each vertex
are equal to the product (*) of the value of the vertex, a, and each element in ρ. Figure 4
shows the Cayley Maps for CM(Z6, (1 3 5 )), where each of vertices are a member of Z6 and
have the same rotation, (1 3 5 ). Note: The remaining figures of Cayley Maps in this paper
will show only the Cayley Map with center vertex a = 0.
2.4.2. Faces. Connecting all the vertices of the Cayley Maps makes a mapping that forms
a surface. The surface is comprised of faces. F = {F1, . . . , Fj} is the set of all faces formed
by CM(G, ρ). Given a Cayley Map CM(G, ρ), where ρ is a cyclic permutation of a closed
generating set S
′
, and λ is a permutation of S
′
defined by λ(x) = ρ(x−1), λ can be writ-
ten as a product of disjoint cycles λ = λ1λ2 · · ·λj (See Equation 1 ). Each distinct face
in F corresponds to a cycle in λ. Figure 5 shows the faces formed by the Cayley Map
CM(Z10, (1 7 5 3 9)).
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Figure 4. Cayley Maps CM(Z6, (1 3 5 )) for all vertices {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.
Equation 1. For each xi ∈ ρ, λ(xi) = ρ(x−1i ).
Explanation. In Figure 3, each branch of the Cayley Map is labeled with an element
in the rotation, ρ. An arrow pointing inward is labeled with the inverse (for instance,
x−10 ) of that branch’s element (x0). The following arrow, which points outward, is
labeled with the next element in the rotation (ρ(x0)). These two arrows form part of
a face (λ(x−10 ) = ρ(x0)). Thus, the relationship between the rotation and faces can
be described by the equation λ(xi) = ρ(x
−1
i ).
More definitions and equations:
(a) Fj is the face corresponding to λj.
(b) |Fj| is the length of λj.
(c) If λj = (xj1 xj2 . . . xjk), then mj = ord(xj1 ∗ xj2 ∗ · · · ∗ xjk) is the order in G of the
product xj1 ∗ xj2 ∗ · · · ∗ xjk .
(d) Tj = mj|Fj| is the number of edges in the face Fj.
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(e) Cj =
2p|Fj |
Tj
= 2p
mj
is the number of Fj faces.
(f) D = 2 · |S ′| · V is the total number of darts in the embedding (twice the number of
edges), where V is the number of vertices.
Figure 6 shows the faces formed by CM(Z14, (5 1 3 7 9 13 11)), including the faces’ sizes
and number of occurrences. [1][3]
Figure 5. CM(Z10, (1 7 5 3 9)); F = {(9 7), (3 5), (1)}.
The red darts show the formation of F0, the blue darts show the formation of
F1, and the purple darts show the formation of F2.
Figure 6. CM(Z14, (5 1 3 7 9 13 11)); F = {(1 11 7 9), (5 13 3)}.
F0, (1 11 7 9), is a 4-gon with four elements. Therefore, there are
14(4)
4
= 14
F0 faces. F1, (5 13 3), is a 6-gon with three distinct elements. Therefore, there
are 14(3)
6
= 7 F1 faces.
2.5. Graph Embeddings.
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2.5.1. Euler Characteristic. Each Cayley Map has an Euler Characteristic, χ, such that
χ = V − E + F , where V is the number of vertices, E is the number of edges, and F is the
number of faces. The Euler Characteristic of different Cayley Maps is the same if the Cayley
Maps embed into the same surface. [2][3]
2.5.2. Genus. The genus, g, is equal to the number of holes in the surface. Spheres have a
genus of 0, one-holed tori have a genus of 1, two-holed tori have a genus of 2, etc. The genus
of a graph can be found using the formula χ = 2− 2g. [1]
2.5.3. Optimal Genus of a Complete Bipartite Graph. According to Ringel, for any positive
integer n, the genus of the complete bipartite graph Kn,n is L(n, n), where L(n, n) =
⌈
(n−2)2
4
⌉
.
Equations 2 and 3 show the formulas for even and odd integers, specifically. [6]
Equation 2. For ne, where ne is an even integer, L(ne, ne) = (
ne
2
)2 − ne + 1.
Equation 3 For no, where no is an odd integer, L(no, no) =
n2o+3
4
− no + 1.
3. Embedding Kp,p, where p is prime, using Cayley Maps
3.1. Groups for Kp,p. In this paper, we focus on complete bipartite graphs with a prime
number, p, of vertices in each set. Cayley Graphs that represent complete bipartite graphs
Kp,p use groups that have 2p vertices. The only groups with 2p vertices are Z2p, Dp, and Z2
x Zp. We only need to consider Z2p and Dp when making Cayley Maps for Kp,p, because Z2p
and Z2 x Zp are isomorphic, unless p = 2, and in that case D2 and Z2 x Z2 are isomorphic.
3.2. Cosets. Within each group G there exists a subgroup, and the remaining vertices in
the group form a coset, C. C is equal to the closed generating set of G, so its elements are
used to form the rotation used in the Cayley Map CM(G, ρ). In the context of the complete
bipartite graph Kp,p, the vertices that are in the same set as the identity element form a
subgroup H of order p, and the other p elements form a coset of H.
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3.3. Rotations.
3.3.1. Z2p. Suppose S
′ is a closed generating set for Z2p, and CG(Z2p, S ′) is a Cayley Graph
for Kp,p. The only subgroup in Z2p with order p is the set of even numbers {0, . . . , 2p− 2}.
Therefore, the coset of Z2p, and thus the rotation of CM(Z2p, ρ), is comprised of all odd
numbers {1, . . . , 2p− 1}.
3.3.2. Dp. Suppose S
′ is a closed generating set for Dp, and CG(Dp, S ′) is a Cayley Graph
for Kp,p. Since the only subgroup of order p in Dp is the set of rotations, the coset of Dp is
the set of reflections. Therefore, S ′ = {rif : 0 ≤ i < p}. Because reflections have order 2,
every element in the rotation is of order 2.
3.4. Finding Faces. To determine the minimum genera that the Cayley Maps could yield,
we focused on face types rather than specific rotations. Though the faces that a Cayley Map
forms depends on what rotation is used (Equation 1), identifying the specific type of faces
(4-gon, 6-gon, etc.) that a Cayley Map can form does not require a specific rotation. One
technique we used was ensuring there were elements in the rotation such that the product
of the edges of a given face type would equal the identity of the group. For example, let
CM(G, ρ) be a Cayley Map of a particular complete bipartite graph that uses a specific group
G and some rotation ρ, such that there exists a 4-gon ∈ F . There must exist either
1. Four elements in ρ whose product equals e ∈ G (i.e., ∃ x, y, z, w ∈ ρ :
x ∗ y ∗ z ∗ w = e), or
2. Two elements in ρ whose product squared equals e ∈ G (i.e., ∃ x, y ∈ ρ :
(x ∗ y)2 = e).
By finding whether or not such elements exist for a variety of face types, we were able to
determine which faces could be formed by the Cayley Maps of specific complete bipartite
graphs. After finding the smallest face sizes the Cayley Maps could form, we were able to
determine the maximum number of said faces by using the equations described in Section
2.4.2 (d) and (e). The Euler Characteristic formula was then used to find the minimum
genera for the complete bipartite graphs using Cayley Maps. (See Theorems for examples).
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4. K2,2 and K3,3
4.1. K2,2. By Equation 2, the optimal genus for K2,2 is g = 0. We were able to obtain the
same genus using a Cayley Map with group Z4 and rotation ρ = (1 3). See Figures 7 and 8.
Using the Dihedral Group D2 also yielded the optimal genus, but with one distinct face
appearing twice. See Figure 9. The reason for this difference is that each element in the
rotation using Z4 is followed by its inverse, whereas when using the rotation for D2, each
element is its own inverse.
Figure 7. Cayley Map CM(Z4, (1 3)).
The face set is F = {(3), (1)}, where F0 and F1 are both 4-gons. Using the
Euler Characteristic Formula, χ = 2, so g = 0.
Figure 8. Cayley Map CM(Z4, (1 3)) embedded into a sphere (g = 0).
The blue square uses permutation λ0 = (3) and forms the top half of the
sphere, and the yellow square uses permutation λ1 = (1) and forms the bottom
half.
Figure 9. Cayley Map CM(D2, (f rf)).
The face set is F = {(f rf)}, where F0 is two 4-gons. By the Euler Charac-
teristic Formula, χ = 2, so g = 0.
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Figure 10. Cayley Map CM(D2, (f rf)) embedded into a sphere (g = 0).
Both squares use the permutation λ0 = (f rf); the blue square forms the top
half of the sphere, and the green square forms the bottom half.
4.2. K3,3. By Equation 3, the optimal genus for K3,3 is g = 1. We were able to obtain the
same genus using a Cayley Map with group Z6 and rotation ρ = (1 3 5). See Figures 11 and
12.
Because the rotation for Z6 only has three elements, there is only one other possible
rotation, ρ = (3 1 5). This rotation produces the same genus as ρ = (1 3 5), but with
different faces: F = {(3 1), (5)}. Using D3 instead of Z6 produces the same genus as well,
but F = {ρ}. See Figure 13.
Figure 11. Cayley Map CM(Z6, (1 3 5)).
The face set is F = {(3 5), (1)}, where F0 and F1 are both 6-gons, and there
are two F0 faces and one F1 face. By the Euler Characteristic Formula, χ = 0,
therefore g = 1.
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Figure 12. Cayley Map CM(Z6, (1 3 5)) embedded into a torus (g = 1).
When the vertices are connected, the three hexagons (right) form a torus (left).
The green and yellow faces use the permutation λ0 = (3 5), and the blue face
uses the permutation λ1 = (1).
Figure 13. Cayley Map CM(D3, (f rf r
2f))
F = {(f rf r2f)}, and λ0 produces three 6-gons. Using the Euler Charac-
teristic Formula, χ = 0, so g = 1.
5. Theorems
Theorem 1 (Inverse Theorem). If there exists a face, F0, that is closed with respect to
inverses and resulted from rotation ρ, then every element in ρ is in F0.
Proof. Suppose there exists a face, F0, that is closed with respect to inverses and resulted
from rotation ρ. Let x be an arbitrary element in F0. Because F0 is closed with respect to
inverses, x−1 ∈ F0. By Equation 1, λ(x−1) = ρ(x). Therefore, for any element, x, in F0, the
element following it in ρ is also in F0. Thus, there does not exist an element in ρ that is not
in F0. This implies that every element in ρ is in F0. 
Theorem 2 (2-gon Theorem). There does not exist a 2-gon face for Kp,p using Z2p.
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Proof. Case 1. p = 2: The Cayley Map for K2,2 only has one possible rotation, ρ = (1 3),
and CM(Z4, (1 3) forms two 4-gons (See Figure 7 ).
Case 2. p > 2: Let x, y ∈ ρ, where (x + y) mod 2p = 0. By the definition of inverse, x
and y are inverses. By Theorem 1, there does not exists a face generated with only x and y.
Therefore, there does not exist a 2-gon face for Kp,p using Z2p. 
Theorem 3 (Odd-gon Theorem). There does not exist a face with an odd number of sides
(an “odd-gon”) for Kp,p using Z2p.
Proof. Let n be an odd integer. The sum of an odd number of integers is odd, and 2p is an
even number, so there does not exist an n-gon face for Kp,p using Z2p. 
Theorem 4 (Dp Face Theorem). For all rotations ρ of Kp,p using Dp, F = {ρ} and there
are p faces of size 2p.
Proof. Because every element in ρ of Kp,p using Dp has order 2, each element is its own
inverse. By Equation 1, the resulting Cayley Map will produce one distinct face, F0 = ρ. By
Theorem 3, the face must have an even number of sides. Since p, the size of ρ, is odd, the
face will be a 2p-gon. Additionally, by the equation discussed in Section 2.4.2 (e), 2p
2
2p
= p.
Therefore, ρ produces p 2p-gons in total.
See Figure 14 for an example. 
Lemma 1 (Smallest Face for K5,5 using Z10). The smallest face size possible for K5,5 using
Z10 is 10.
Proof. There exists a rotation that produces 10-gons for K5,5 using Z10:
Let ρ = (1 7 5 3 9). The resulting face set is F = {(5 3), (7 9), (1)}, all of which are 10-gons.
Figure 5 shows CM(Z10, (1 7 5 3 9)).
We rule out the possibility that there exists a smaller sized face, Fs (Cases 3-5
use proof by contradiction):
Case 1. Odd-gons:
By Theorem 3, there does not exist an odd-gon face for K5,5 using Z10.
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Figure 14. CM(D7, (rf r
3f r4f r5f r2f r6f f)).
The face set, F = {(rf r3f r4f r5f r2f r6f f)}, forms seven 14-gons.
Case 2. 2-gons:
By the Theorem 2, there does not exist a 2-gon face for K5,5 using Z10.
Case 3. 4-gons:
a) The 4-gon is formed by two distinct elements: Let x, y ∈ ρ, where
2(x + y) mod 10 = 0 and (x + y) mod 10 6= 0. Since 2(x + y) mod 10 = 0,
(x + y) mod 5 = 0. Therefore, x + y is a multiple of 5, but not 10. So, x + y is
an odd number. This is a contradiction; since x and y are odd, x+ y is even.
b) The 4-gon is formed by four distinct elements: Let x, y, w, z ∈ ρ, where
x, y, w, and z form a face. Therefore, (x+ y +w+ z) mod 10 = 0. Since |ρ| = 5,
there exists a pair of inverses in Fs, and by Theorem 1, 5 ∈ Fs. Let x = 5 and
y and w be the inverse pair. It follows that (5 + 10 + z) mod 10 = 0, so z = 5.
This contradicts x = 5. Therefore, there does not exist a 4-gon face for K5,5
using Z10.
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Case 4. 6-gons
a) The 6-gon is formed by two distinct elements: Let x, y ∈ ρ, where
3(x + y) mod 10 = 0, 2(x + y) mod 10 6= 0, and (x + y) mod 10 6= 0. By the
modular multiplication property, since 3 is not divisible by 10, x+ y is divisible
by 10. This contradicts (x+ y) mod 10 6= 0.
b) The 6-gon is formed by three distinct elements: Let x, y, w ∈ ρ,
where x, y, and w form a 6-gon face, such that 2(x + y + w) mod 10 = 0 and
(x+ y +w) mod 10 6= 0. Since 2(x+ y +w) mod 10 = 0, (x+ y +w) mod 5 = 0.
|ρ| = 5, so there exists a pair of inverses in Fs. Let x and y be the inverse pair.
Therefore, (10 + w) mod 5 = 0, so w = 5. This contradicts Theorem 1.
Therefore, there does not exist a 6-gon face for K5,5 using Z10.
Case 5. 8-gons:
a) The 8-gon is formed by two distinct elements: Let x, y ∈ ρ, where
4(x + y) mod 10 = 0, 2(x + y) mod 10 6= 0, and (x + y) mod 10 6= 0. By the
modular multiplication property, since 4 is not divisible by 10, x+ y is divisible
by 10. This contradicts (x+ y) mod 10 6= 0. Therefore, there does not exists an
8-gon face generated with only x and y.
b) The 8-gon is formed by four distinct elements: Let x, y, w, z ∈ ρ, where
x, y, w, and z form an 8-gon face, such that 2(x + y + w + z) mod 10 = 0 and
(x + y + w + z) mod 10 6= 0. Since 2(x + y + w + z) mod 10 = 0, (x + y + w +
z) mod 5 = 0, where x+y+w+z is not a multiple of 10. Therefore, x+y+w+z
is odd. However, this contradicts x, y, w and z forming an 8-gon face, since the
sum of four odd numbers is even.
Therefore, there does not exist an 8-gon face for K5,5 using Z10.

Theorem 5 (The Best CM Genus for K5,5). The optimal genus for K5,5 using a Cayley Map
is g = 6.
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Proof. By Lemma 1 and Theorem 4, the smallest face size that a rotation of K5,5 could
possibly produce is 10, so an optimal rotation would produce five 10-gons. Using the Euler
Characteristic formula, χ = −10. Thus, g = 6. 
Lemma 2 (Smallest Faces for K7,7 using Z14). The best rotation possible for K7,7 using Z14
produces 4-gons and 6-gons.
Proof. There exists a rotation for K7,7 using Z14 that produces fourteen 4-gons
and seven 6-gons:
Let ρ = (5 1 3 7 9 13 11). ρ produces F = {(1 11 7 9), (5 13 3)}, which is a face set of
fourteen 4-gons and seven 6-gons. See Figure 6.
We rule out the existence of a better rotation using a proof by contradiction:
Let ρa be a rotation of K7,7 using Z14 that produces only 4-gons and 6-gons. Suppose
this is not the best possible rotation. Therefore, there exists a rotation that produces
faces with less than four sides, a rotation that produces only 4-gons, a rotation that
produces only 5-gons, or a rotation that produces only 4-gons and 5-gons. By Theorem
2, there does not exist a rotation that produces 2-gons. By Theorem 3, there does
not exist a rotation that produces 1-gons, 3-gons, or 5-gons. Therefore, there exists
a rotation, ρb that produces only 4-gons. Since the number of darts in CM(Z14, ρb) is
98, ρb produces 24.5 4-gons (Section 2.4.2 (f)). This is a contradiction, because there
cannot be a non-integer number of faces. Thus, ρb cannot produce only 4-gons.

Lemma 3 (The Best Rotation for K7,7 using Z14). The best rotation possible for K7,7 using
Z14 produces fourteen 4-gons and seven 6-gons.
Proof. Case 1: The 4-gons, F0 and F1, are produced by two pairs of two distinct
elements, and the 6-gon, F2, is produced by three distinct elements. By Section
2.4.2(d), m0 = m1 = m2 = 2. By Section 2.4.2(e), there are seven occurrences of each of the
4-gons and seven 6-gons.
Case 2: The 4-gon, F0, is produced by four distinct elements, and the 6-gon, F1,
14
is produced by three distinct elements. By Section 2.4.2(d), m0 = 1 and m1 = 2. By
Section 2.4.2(e), there are fourteen 4-gons and seven 6-gons.
Case 3: The 4-gon, F0, is produced by one distinct element, and the 6-gon, F1,
is produced by six distinct elements. By Section 2.4.2(d), m0 = 4. By Section 2.4.2(e),
since 14 is not divisible by 4, there cannot be a 4-gon made from one distinct element. 
Theorem 6 (Best CM genus for K7,7). The best possible genus for K7,7 when using a Cayley
Map is g = 8.
Proof. Case 1. Using group D7:
By Theorem 4, any rotation for K7,7 using D7 will result in seven 14-gons. By the Euler
Characteristic formula, χ = −28, so g = 15.
Case 2. Using group Z14:
By Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, the best rotation for K7,7 using Z14 results in fourteen
4-gons and seven 6-gons. By the Euler Characteristic formula, χ = −14, thus, g = 8.
Therefore, an eight-holed torus is the best surface K7,7 can embed when using a
Cayley Map.

Lemma 4. If ρ(x) = x−1, then (x−1) ∈ F .
Proof. Let ρ(x) = x−1. Since λ(x−1) = ρ(x) = x−1, there exists a (x−1) face in F .

Lemma 5. If ρ(x) = y and ρ(y−1) = x−1, then (x−1y) ∈ F .
Proof. Let ρ(x) = y and ρ(y−1) = x−1. Since λ(y) = ρ(y−1) = x−1 and λ(x−1) = ρ(x) = y,
there exists a (x−1y) face in F .

Lemma 6. There does not exist a rotation for K11,11 such that the resulting face set includes
a 4-gon with two distinct elements.
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Proof. (Proof by Contradiction) Suppose there exists a rotation for K11,11 such that the
resulting face set includes a 4-gon with two distinct elements, x and y. Therefore, 2(x +
y) mod 22 = 0. Since x and y are odd, x + y 6= 11 or 33. Moreover, the sum of the highest
two elements in ρ is 40, so x+ y 6= 44. Therefore, x+ y = 22. This contradicts Theorem 1.

Theorem 7 (K11,11 Two 4-gons and a 6-gon Theorem). There does not exist a rotation for
K11,11 such that the resulting faces are two distinct 4-gons and a 6-gon.
Proof. Case 1: D11
By Theorem 4, rotations using D11 will only ever result in 22-gons.
Case 2: Z22 (Proof by Contradiction)
Let A, B, and C represent the three distinct faces, where A and B are the 4-gons and C
is the 6-gon, such that A = (a b c d), B = (c−1 d−1 e 11), and C = (a−1 b−1 e−1). For
simplification purposes, we remove the 11 and let B = (c−1 d−1 e). This will not affect the
results since 11 is its own inverse and we can place it back into the rotation at the end. By
labeling an empty 10-branched graph with As, Bs, and Cs, we can form a template for the
graph’s rotation.
The only rotation that could form two distinct 4-gons and a 6-gon follows
the template (ABCABACBAC):
Because faces B and C only share one inverse pairing (e and e−1), . . . CBC . . . and
. . . BCB . . . /∈ ρ, and . . . CB . . . and . . . BC . . . can each only appear once in the
rotation. Since A and B share two inverse pairs (c, c−1, d, and d−1), . . . BABA . . .
and . . . ABAB . . . /∈ ρ, and . . . AB . . . and . . . BA . . . each appear twice. Similarly,
. . . ACAC . . . and . . . CACA . . . /∈ ρ, and. . . AC . . . and . . . CA . . . only appear twice.
No face contains a pair of inverses, therefore . . . AA . . . , . . . BB . . . , and . . . CC . . .
cannot occur in ρ. Finally, there must be four As, three Bs, and three Cs, since each
face has that amount of elements.
By exhausting all possibilities (See Appendix A), the only rotations that satisfy those
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requirements are (ABACBACABC) and (ABCABACBAC), which are the same
rotation.
When assigning a specific element to a letter in the rotation template, the following letter
must also be considered. For instance, for ABC . . . the element for A must be an inverse
to an element in B, and the element for B must be an inverse to an element in C. Thus
ρ = (AB BC CA AB BA AC CB BA AC CA), where the subscript denotes the location of
an inverse. Notice there are two occurrences of CAAB and BAAC in the rotation, and these
two pairs of elements are adjacent in both instances. The possible elements for each pair
are: CAAB ∈ {a−1c, b−1d, a−1d, b−1c} and BAAC ∈ {c−1a, d−1b, c−1b, d−1a}. There are 32
combinations of elements for CAABBAAC and BAACCAAB; however, by Lemma 4, 24 of
the combinations are not possible in the rotation template(See Appendix B). Since the same
element cannot appear in both CAABBAAC and BAACCAAB, there are four remaining pos-
sibilities for assigning elements to CAABBAAC . . . BAACCAAB: (a
−1c, d−1b) . . . (c−1a, b−1d),
(a−1d, c−1b) . . . (d−1a, b−1c), (b−1d, c−1a) . . . (d−1b, a−1c), and (b−1c, d−1a) . . . (c−1b, a−1d). By
Lemma 5, using these rotations will produce two distinct faces, each made of two dis-
tinct elements. At least one of these faces must be a 4-gon, which contradicts Lemma
6. Since it is impossible that either of the faces are 4-gons, and because one of the com-
binations for CAABBAAC . . . BAACCAAB must be in the rotation, the rotation template
(ABCABACBAC) does not produce two distinct 4-gons and a 6-gon.
Therefore, there does not exist a rotation for K11,11 such that the resulting faces are two
distinct 4-gons and a 6-gon.

Theorem 8. There does not exist a rotation for K11,11 such that the resulting face set is a
combination of only 4-gons and 6-gons.
Proof. There are a total of 11 elements in a rotation for K11,11. By Lemma 6, each distinct
4-gon uses 4 elements from ρ, and the 6-gon uses 3 or 6 elements.
Case 1: One distinct 4-gon and one distinct 6-gon.
Since 1(4) + 1(3) 6= 11 and 1(4) + 1(6) 6= 11, there does not exist a rotation that results in
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one distinct 4-gon and one distinct 6-gon.
Case 2: Two distinct 4-gons and one distinct 6-gon.
By Theorem 7, there does not exist a rotation that results in two distinct 4-gons and one
distinct 6-gon.
Case 3: Three or more distinct 4-gons.
Since 3(4) = 12 > 11, there does not exist a rotation that results in three or more distinct
4-gons.
Case 4: One distinct 4-gon and two distinct 6-gons.
Since 1(4) + 2(3) 6= 11 and 1(4) + 2(6) 6= 11, there does not exist a rotation that results in
one distinct 4-gon and two distinct 6-gons.
Case 5: One or more distinct 4-gons and three or more distinct 6-gons.
Since 1(4) + 3(3) > 11, there does not exist a rotation that results in one or more distinct
4-gons and three or more distinct 6-gons.
Case 6: Two distinct 4-gons and two distinct 6-gons.
Since 2(4) + 2(3) 6= 11 and 2(4) + 2(6) 6= 11, there does not exist a rotation that results in
two distinct 4-gons and two distinct 6-gons.
Therefore, there does not exist a rotation for K11,11 such that the resulting face set is a
combination of 4-gons and 6-gons. 
6. Conclusion
Our ability to replicate the optimal genera when embedding complete bipartite graphs
onto orientable surfaces varied. See Table 1. Though with K2,2 and K3,3 we were able to
obtain optimal genera 0 and 1, respectively, we found that it was impossible to obtain an
optimal graph embedding for K5,5 and K7,7 using Cayley Maps. The smallest orientable
surface K5,5 can embed using this method is a six-holed torus, and K7,7 can embed, at best,
an eight-holed torus. This is likely due to K5,5 and K7,7 being larger, and therefore more
complex, than K2,2 and K3,3. As shown in Table 1, we have yet to determine the minimum
genus obtainable using a Cayley Map for K11,11. Because K11,11 is much larger than the
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other complete bipartite graphs discussed, there are more possible face size combinations to
rule out, and, as demonstrated in Theorem 7, doing so can be a lengthy process.
Though using Cayley Maps as a way to embed complete bipartite graphs may not produce
the best genera, K5,5’s Cayley Map genus was only three higher than optimal, and K7,7’s was
only one higher. Therefore, this method can still be useful if simplicity is a greater priority
than genus optimality.
Table 1: Comparing Genera Obtained using Cayley Maps to the Optimal Genera. [6]
Complete Bipartite Graph Best Genus using Cayley Map Optimal Genus
K2,2 0 0
K3,3 1 1
K5,5 6 3
K7,7 8 7
K11,11 undetermined 21
Contents of paper can be found at http://blogs.rollins.edu/graphembeddings/
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Item Number Rotation Constraint/Reason 
1 A B (A or C) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ A chosen arbitrarily; B chosen because of 
AA constraint and arbitrarily since there is 
no difference between B and C; (A or C) 
because of BB constraint 
2(i) A B A _ _ _ _ _ _C AA & BABA constraint 
3(i) A B A C _ _ _ _ _ C AA & ABAB constraint 
4(i) A B A C (A or B) _ _ _ _ C CC constraint 
5(i)(ii) A B A C A B _ _ _ C AA & ACAC constraint 
6(i)(ii) A B A C A B (A or C) _ _ _C BB constraint 
7(i)(ii)(iii) A B A C A B A C _ C AA & ABAB constraint 
8(i)(ii)(iii) A B A C A B A C X C CC, ACAC, & CBC constraint 
7(i)(ii)(jjj) A B A C A B C X_ C CC, BCB, two CAs constraint 
5(i)(jj) A B A C B A _ _ _ C BB & CBC constraint 
6(i)(jj) A B A C B A (B or C) _ _ C AA constraint 
7(i)(jj)(k) A B A C B A B C _ C BB & BABA constraint 
8(i)(jj)(k) A B A C B A B C X C CC, CACA, & BCB constraint 
7(i)(jj)(q) A B A C B A C A _ C CC & One CB constraint 
8(i)(jj)(q)* A B A C B A C A B C AA & CC constraint 
*Rotation that satisfies the following constraints: No CBC/BCB, ABAB/BABA, ACAC/CACA, 
or AA/BB/CC; must have four As, three Bs, three Cs, one CB, one BC, two ACs, two CAs, two 
ABs, and two BAs. 
APPENDIX A. 
DIAGRAM & TABLE FOR THEOREM 7 PROOF 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Item Number Rotation Constraint/Reason 
2(j) A B C A _ _ _ _ _ _ CC & BCB constraint 
3(j) A B C A (B or C) _ _ _ _ _ _ AA constraint 
4(j)(r) A B C A  B A _ _ _ _ BB & one BC constraint 
5(j)(r) A B C A B A C _ _ _ AA & ABAB constraint 
6(j)(r) A B C A B A C (A or B) _ _ CC constraint 
7(j)(r)(rr) A B C A B A C A X _ AA, ACAC, & two ABs constraint 
7(j)(r)(ss) A B C A B A C B A _ BB & CBC constraint 
8(j)(r)(ss)* A B C A B A C B A C AA & BABA constraint 
4(j)(s) A B C A C B _ _ _ _ CC & CACA constraint 
5(j)(s) A B C A C B A _ _ _ BB & CBC constraint 
6(j)(s) A B C A C B A (B or C) _ _ AA constraint 
7(j)(s)(m) A B C A C B A B X _ BB, BABA, & one BC constraint 
7(j)(s)(n) A B C A C B A C A _ CC & one BC constraint 
8(j)(s)(n) A B C A C B A C A X AA, CACA, & ABAB constraint 
*Rotation that satisfies the following constraints: No CBC/BCB, ABAB/BABA, ACAC/CACA, 
or AA/BB/CC; must have four As, three Bs, three Cs, one CB, one BC, two ACs, two CAs, two 
ABs, and two BAs. 
APPENDIX A. 
DIAGRAM & TABLE FOR THEOREM 7 PROOF  
(CONTINUED) 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
APPENDIX B. 
ELEMENT COMBINATIONS FOR  
CAABBAAC   AND  BAACCAAB   IN THEOREM 7 
 
CAABBAAC 
(a-1c,c-1a) 
(a-1d,d-1a) 
(a-1c,d-1a) 
(a-1d,c-1a) 
(a-1d,d-1b) 
(a-1c,d-1b) 
(a-1d,c-1b) 
(a-1d,c-1b) 
(b-1c,c-1a) 
(b-1d,d-1a) 
(b-1c,d-1a) 
(b-1d,c-1a) 
(b-1d,d-1b) 
(b-1c,d-1b) 
(b-1d,c-1b) 
(b-1d,c-1b) 
 
BAACCAAB 
(c-1a,a-1c) 
(d-1a,a-1d) 
(d-1a,a-1c) 
(c-1a,a-1d) 
(d-1b,a-1d) 
(d-1b,a-1c) 
(c-1b,a-1d) 
(c-1b,a-1d) 
(c-1a,b-1c) 
(d-1a,b-1d) 
(d-1a,b-1c) 
(c-1a,b-1d) 
(d-1b,b-1d) 
(d-1b,b-1c) 
(c-1b,b-1d) 
(c-1b,b-1d) 
 
Every element in {a-1, b-1, c, d, a, b, c-1, d-1} is in CAABBAAC…BAACCAAB , so if the 
combination is (a_ ,_ a-1) for CAABBAAC, then BAACCAAB  will look like ( _b,b
-1_ ).   
By Lemma 3, any combination that matches this format is not possible, because  
no number in the rotation (besides 11) multiplied by 4 or 6 is divisible by 22. 
 
